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Author
Title
Attenborough, David
Adventures of a young naturalist : the zoo quest
expeditions
Broks, Paul
The darker the night, the brighter the stars : a
neuropsychologist's odyssey through consciousness
Carpenter, Amanda B,
Gaslighting America : why we love it when Trump
lies to us
Clapper, James R.
Facts and fears : hard truths from a life in
intelligence
Crabtree, James
The billionaire raj : a journey through India's new
gilded age
Eaton, Jan
200 stitch patterns for baby blankets : knitted and
crocheted designs, blocks, and trims for crib covers, shawls, and afghans
Eizenstat, Stuart
President Carter : the White House years
Fox, Emily Jane
Born Trump : inside America's first family
Gold, Jamie
Taunton's new bathroom idea book
Goldfarb, Ben
Eager : the surprising, secret life of beavers and
why they matter
Hett, Benjamin Carter
The death of democracy : Hitler's rise to power and
the downfall of the Weimar Republic
Johnson, Victoria
American Eden : David Hosack, botany, and
medicine in the garden of the early republic
Kumar, B. N.
Basic physiscs for all
Melnick, Jeffrey
Creepy crawling: Charles manson and the many
lives of America's most infamous family
Nance, Malcolm W.
The plot to destroy democracy : how Putin and his
spies are undermining America and dismantling the West
Pfeiffer, Dan
Yes we (still) can : politics in the age of Obama,
Twitter, and Trump
Prose, Francine
What to read and why
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Title
Ratay, Richard
Don't make me pull over! : an informal history of the
family road trip
Rhodes, Benjamin J.
The world as it is : a memoir of the Obama White
House
Ross, John F.
Promise of the Grand Canyon : John Wesley
Powell's perilous journey and his vision for the American West
Rumsfeld, Donald,
When the center held : Gerald Ford and the rescue
of the American presidency
Slesnick, Twila
IRAs, 401(k)s, & other retirement plans : taking
your money out
Tyson, Eric
Personal finance in your 50s all-in-one for dummies
Vincent, Lynn
Indianapolis : the true story of the worst sea
disaster in U.S. naval history and the fifty-year fight to exonerate an innocent man
Wohlleben, Peter
The weather detective : rediscovering nature's
secret signs
Wren, Christopher S.
Those turbulent sons of freedom : Ethan Allen's
Green Mountain Boys and the American Revolution
Yancy, George
Backlash : what happens when we talk honestly
about racism in America
Yueh, Linda Y.
What would the great economists do? : how twelve
brilliant minds would solve today's biggest problems
Biogr
Biographies
aphies
Bastianich, Lidia
Bernstein, Jamie
Bernstein
Birkhead, Tim
ornithologist
Fisher, Todd
Hallowell, Edward M.
psychiatrist
Lynch, David

My American dream : a life of love, family, and food
Famous father girl : a memoir of growing up
The wonderful Mr. Willughby : the first true
My girls : a lifetime with Carrie and Debbie
Because I come from a crazy family : the making of a
Room to dream

